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AND COMMENTS RE PROPOSED PROTECTIVE ORDER



INTRODUCTION

Plaintiffs Advanced Micro Devices Inc and AMD International Sales Services

Ltd collectively AMD have served subpoena on third party Microsoft Corporation

Microsoft seeking production of multiple categories of documents for the time period

Januaiy 2000 to the present On May 2006 Microsoft received copy of the Notice

to Third Parties 109 regarding the Proposed Protective Order in these proceedings

seeking comments and objections from third parties Pursuant to that notice Microsoft

hereby provides its response and comments with regard to the Proposed Protective Order

Microsoft understands that the Proposed Protective Order was the subject of

extended negotiations among AMD defendants Intel Corporation and Intel Kabushiki

Kaisha collectively Intel and Interim Class Counsel Accordingly Microsoft has

limited its response and comments to significant issues and has proposed additional

language necessaiy to protect Microsofts rights as third party providing discoveiy in

these actions

II MICROSOFTS COMMENTS REGARDING SPECIFIC PROVISIONS
OF THE PROPOSED PROTECTIVE ORDER

Paragraph R.7 This is one of the subparagraphs that defines categories of

Confidential Discoveiy Materials but it is narrowly written to refer only to

negotiations with customers relating to the purchase or sale of microprocessors chipsets

or any other product manufactured by Party To provide parallel protection to

Microsoft this provision also should include negotiations relating to licensing of

operating systems applications tools and other technologies so that it reads as follows

Non-public negotiations with customers relating to the purchase sale

or licensing of microprocessors chipsets operating systems

applications tools technologies or any other product manufactured
sold or licensed by Party or Third Party

Paragraph R.11 This subparagraph is similarly limited to non-public

information that concerns microprocessor or chipset manufacturing including capital



expenditure plans yields capacity costs utilization process and scale. To provide the

same protection to third party Microsoft this provision should be revised to include

development marketing manufacture and release of operating systems applications

tools and other technologies as follows

11. Non-public information that concerns development marketing
manufacture or release of microprocessors chipsets operating

systems applications tools technologies or any other product

manufactured sold or licensed by Party or Third Party including
but not limited to capital expenditure plans yields capacity costs

utilization process and scale.

Paragraph 6c and Definition of In-House Litigation Counsel. This provision

requires that the parties identify to the opposing party the two In-House Litigation

Counsel being allowed access to Confidential Discoveiy Materials. Microsoft requests

that these in-house attorneys be identified to it as well since these individuals will have

access to information and documents produced by Microsoft. In addition the one-year

bar included in the Definition for In-House Litigation Counsel should extend to

the review and approval of competitive pricing licensing or marketing

programs the review of any aspect of development manufticture or

release of nucroprocessors chpsets operating systems applications tools

technologies or any other product manuftictured sold or licensed by

Parly or ThirdPariy cpreparation or prosecution of any patent

application or patent license relating to microprocessors or chipsets or

preparation or prosecution of any application or license jbr patent

copyright or other intellectual property right relating to operating systems

applications tools or other software technologies.

New language is indicated with italics some text deleted from original definition.

Paragraph 8. This paragraph bars any attorney who receives technical documents

designated as Confidential Discoveiy Material from participating in the preparation or

prosecution of any patent application or patent license relating to microprocessors or

chipsets for one-year period following conclusion of the various litigations. This

paragraph needs to be expanded so that Microsoft is afforded the same protection.

Microsoft proposes the following revision new language in italics

8. Any attorney including In-House Litigation Counsel for any
Party or Class Party who receives any technical document designated



Confidential Discoveiy Material produced by Party other than his or her

client or by third parly shall not participate in the preparation or

prosecution of any patent application or patent license relating to

microprocessors or chipsets or preparation or prosecution of any
application or license for apatent copyright or other intellectual properly

right relating to operating systems applications tools or other software

technologies from the time of receipt of such information through and

including one year following the conclusion of the AMD Litigation the

Japan Litigation the Class Litigation or the California Class Litigation
whichever occurs later

Microsoft realizes that this expands the potential impact of this provision but an attorney

can prevent this result by not receiving technical documents produced by Microsoft

Notice to Third Parties Protective orders typically include provisions that

require notice to third parties before events that may impact the confidential treatment of

the information and documents produced by those third parties but there are none in the

Proposed Protective Order Microsoft believes that the parties should be required to

provide notice as follows

If Confidential Discoveiy Material from third party is attached to sealed

court filing and sealing is required under the Proposed Protective Order

the third party shall be notified sufficiently in advance of any hearing or

proceeding that may lead to unsealing of the filing including but not

limited to any proceeding under Rule 243 of the California Rules of Court

to allow that third party to communicate with the court and/or appear if it

wants to prevent unsealing of its Confidential Discoveiy Material

If Confidential Discoveiy Material from third party is designated or

expected to be designated for use at trial the third party shall be notified

shall be afforded an opportunity to communicate with the court regarding

any confidentiality concerns and shall be notified in advance of any

hearing or proceeding that may result in the Confidential Discoveiy

Material losing its confidential treatment or becoming part of the public

record



The third party should be notified before any Confidential Discoveiy

Material from that third party is disclosed to Japan Counsel or Japan

Experts/Consultants and should be notified of the status of any protective

order or other protection that may be available in the Japan Litigation

Disclosure of Consultants or Experts Employed by Competitors It is possible

that one or more of the parties may retain consultants or experts who are employed by or

otherwise affiliated with companies that compete with Microsoft or other third parties

Microsoft proposes that the Proposed Protective Order be amended to provide that

before such persons are allowed access to Confidential Discoveiy Materials produced by

third party the identity of the persons be disclosed to the producing third party and

the third party be allowed an opportunity to raise any objections with the Court

III CONCLUSION

Microsoft respectfully requests that the Proposed Protective Order be modified or

amended to address its comments and concerns
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